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We use language models every day!



Examples of language models
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Language models

Given a context, predict the next word



Language models

you

How are

things your

Given a context, predict the next word



Language models

you

How are

things your

Given a context, predict the next word

Take the word with the highest probability



Language models

How are you

Update the context with the new word



Language models

doing

How are you

feeling going

Update the context with the new word

Repeat the process



Writing by language models

Machine translation Summarization Data-to-text

Focus on the quality of generated outputs

Compare machine-generated text to human-written text



Writing with language models

Consider language models as a collaborator during the writing process

Use language models to enhance humans' productivity and creativity



Building 

writing assistants

Evaluating 

writing assistants

Understanding

interactions

between 

humans and

writing assistants

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3



Building 
writing

assistants
Part 1



Building a not-so-typical autocomplete system

Learning autocomplete systems as a communication games

NeurIPS 2019 Workshop on Emmergent Communication
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What kind of autocomplete systems have you used?
What kind of autocomplete systems are necessary and
suitable for mobile environments?
How would you measure the usefulness of such
autocomplete systems?



Existing autocomplete system
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Existing autocomplete system

The prefix of a sentence often fails to capture the meaning of the sentence.



Keyword-based autocomplete system
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Keyword-based autocomplete system

The keywords of a sentence can better capture the meaning of the sentence.



Task: Keyword-based autocomplete



Idea: Autocomplete as communication game

There are two competing goals in the cooperative communication game.

Write 
as little as 

possible

Guess
as accurately as 

possible



We can use autoencoder and model user as encoder and system as decoder.

Method: Learn through trial-and-error



We can use autoencoder and model user as encoder and system as decoder.

Try dropping more words

Method: Learn through trial-and-error



We can use autoencoder and model user as encoder and system as decoder.

Try dropping more words Try reconstructing the sentence

Method: Learn through trial-and-error



Experiment: Usefulness for humans



Experiment: Usefulness for humans



Near 50% reduction in typing time

Robust to user variations

Experiment: Usefulness for humans



Evaluating 
writing

assistants
Part 2



Have you ever used any thesaurus system? (e.g. Thesaurus.com)
Let's think about synonyms for the word "amazing" in the
following sentence: "I read an amazing paper today!"
How many synonyms can you think of on your own? 
Are all synonyms from Thesaurus.com appropriate?



Evaluating language models as 
contextual thesaurus systems

Swords: a benchmark for lexical substitution with improved data coverage and quality
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Examples of thesaurus systems

Thesaurus.com (https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/amazing, accessed on May 10, 2021)
Collins' synonyms (https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-thesaurus/amazing; accessed on May 10, 2021)
Barbara Ann Kipfer. 2013. Roget’s 21st Century Thesaurus, Third Edition. Random House Publishing Group.

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/amazing
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-thesaurus/amazing


Examples of contextual thesaurus systems

Grammarly (https://www.grammarly.com/) 
Grammar Coach (https://www.thesaurus.com/grammarcoach)
Wordtune (https://www.wordtune.com/)

https://www.grammarly.com/
https://www.thesaurus.com/grammarcoach
https://www.wordtune.com/


Examples of using language models
as contextual thesaurus systems

Brown et al. Language Models are Few-Shot Learners. NeurIPS 2020.



Examples of using language models
as contextual thesaurus systems

Brown et al. Language Models are Few-Shot Learners. NeurIPS 2020.



Diana McCarthy. 2002. Lexical Substitution as a Task for WSD Evaluation. SIGLEX/SENSEVAL Workshop on Word Sense Disambiguation: Recent Successes and Future Directions.

Task: Lexical substitution



Swords: Stanford Word Substitution Benchmark 
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Swords: Stanford Word Substitution Benchmark 



Experiment: Usefulness for humans



Understanding
interactions

between humans
and writing
assistants

Part 3



Read the article: The Computers Are Getting Better at Writing

www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/the-
computers-are-getting-better-at-writing

 
(or shorturl.at/noqxX)



Examples of language models
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Let's observe how humans interact with writing assistants!



shorturl.at/bkAE2



When/why does the user query the system?
Are the texts written by the system better or worse
compared to the texts written by the user?
What differences are there between two sessions?

Write down things you notice. For example,

Writing session #1
shorturl.at/bsvLQ

Writing session #2
shorturl.at/lGIU9



Writing prompt
Once upon a time there was an old mother pig who had
one hundred little pigs and not enough food to feed
them. So when they were old enough, she sent them
out into the world to seek their fortunes. You know the
story about the first three little pigs. This is a story
about the 92nd little pig.

The 92nd little pig built a house out of depleted
uranium. And the wolf was like, "dude."



Humans and language models
collaborative writing dataset

Co:Author: Designing a collaborative writing dataset for exploring language model capabilities
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Design goals

1. Capture process, not just resultant text



Design goals

2. Reason about various causes for interaction

each suggestion 
may exhibit different
fluency, coherency, 

redundancy, complexity,
sentiment, toxicity, etc.

each model
may have different
hyperparameters, 

decoding methods, 
adaptation methods 
(e.g. fine-tuning and
prompt-tuning), etc.

 



Design goals

Writing logs: analyze how writers

accept/dismiss/edit suggestions from

language models

Writer behavior: observe different behavior

patterns and collaboration patterns

Writer perception: ask writers' perception on

the capabilities and limitations of the system

as a collaborator as well as overall experience

(e.g. ownership, satisfaction)

3. Relate language model capabilities to humans



Design goals

Sentence: Sentences written by human or machine during the process

Turn: Sentences written by human in between two machine writes or by

machine in between two human writes

Final document: All final version of sentences in the document at the

end of a writing session

4. Supporting multiple units of analysis



Design goals

5. Covering diverse topics and writers



Our dataset
Human-LM collaborative writing dataset

1447 replayable writing sessions

63 human writers and GPT-3

The 92nd little pig built a house out of depleted uranium.
There are so many pigs to eat, and they make it so
easy!" But the wolf didn't know about uranium.

Of course, the little pig was smart. He knew he couldn't
live in the house, since it would poison him. So he built a
big wall around it, and he lived in a little, hidden shack
on the other side of the wall.

So he lived in the basement.

So he built a big wall around it, and he lived in a
little shack on the other side of the wall.

So he moved next door to it.

He moved in a couple of miles away.

So he built a little shack next to it, and he painted it and
put a little flower garden outside and everything.

The 92nd little pig built a house out of depleted uranium.

Of course, the little pig was smart. He knew he
couldn't live in the house, since it would poison
him.

The 92nd little pig built a house out of depleted uranium.

Of course, the little pig was smart. He knew he couldn't
live in the house, since it would poison him.

Write1. 2. Get suggestions (optional) 3. Edit (optional)

I

Repeat



Frontend: Text editor (press the tab key to get suggestions)

Backend: Four instances of GPT-3

Crowdsourcing: Amazon Mechanical Turk

So he lived in the basement.

So he built a big wall around it, and he lived in
a little shack on the other side of the wall.

So he moved next door to it.

He moved in a couple of miles away.

So he built a little shack next to it, and he
painted it and put a little flower garden outside
and everything.

The 92nd little pig built a house out of depleted uranium.

Of course, the little pig was smart. He knew he couldn't
live in the house, since it would poison him.

High randomness (T: 0.75 & FP: 1)

Creative writing
Prompt code: pig

Low randomness (T: 0.3 & FP: 0)

So he built a little hut next to it.

So he built a little shed out back, where he
could go to sleep at night.

So he built a little hut next to the house and
lived in the hut.

So he built a little hut next to it and lived there.

So he built a little shed for himself and lived in
there.

I love to be able to talk to people candidly
without having to sit across from them in
awkward silence.

For one, it's easier to find people, because you
can view profiles and messages on your phone
no matter where you are.

When I was young, we had to awkwardly ask for
a girl's number and hope we got it right.

In the old days, women would have a lot more
to worry about on a date.

It has created a greater number of possibilities.

How Do You Think Technology Affects Dating?

In my opinion, technology has made dating better. 

High randomness (T: 0.9 & FP: 0.5)

Argumentative writing
Prompt code: dating

Low randomness (T: 0.2 & FP: 0.5)

I think it's easier to meet people now than it
was when I was growing up.

It has made it easier to meet people and to
connect with them.

It has made it easier to meet people and to
communicate with them.

I think it's easier to meet people and to get to
know them before you actually meet them.

I think that technology has made it easier to
meet people, and I think that it has made it
easier to communicate with people.

Our dataset



Initial analyses we demonstrated in the paper



Analysis: Language model capabilities

Language - Can language models write as fluently as humans? Do they

perform well in certain writing contexts and poorly in others?

Ideation - Are language models capable of proposing new ideas for

humans? If so, how do the ideas impact writers’ subsequent writing?

Collaboration - To what extent can a language model collaborate with

writers? How does it impact writers’ ownership and satisfaction?



The sentences generated by GPT-3 (and subsequently chosen by humans) are

likely to have less spell and grammar errors per sentence.

Language: Can GPT-3 write as fluently as humans?

Human GPT-3

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 



Yes, the sentences generated by GPT-3 exhibit varying number of spell and

grammar errors per sentence across different prompts.

Language: Does the performance (fluency) differ 
in certain writing contexts?



Ideation: Is GPT-3 capable of proposing 
new ideas for humans?

GPT-3 is capable of providing new ideas and influencing subsequent writing

A woman has been dating guy after guy, but it never seems to work out. She's unaware that she's actually been
dating the same guy over and over; a shapeshifter who's fallen for her, and is certain he's going to get it right this
time.

The shapeshifter himself has always been very talented, and is a doctor by trade. He has decided to shape shift into a
more handsome doctor, kind of like a George Clooney from ER type, because he knows she loves the show. The
shapeshifter, Jim, has done his research and found out that the woman, Karen, goes to her primary care physician at
the Coastal Medical institute. He also knows that she's been going to Dr. John, who is a specialist, for her asthma. So
Jim set up a master plan.
 
He applied for a job at the medical center, knowing that Dr. John had a vacation coming up. Jim got a job as an
Asthma specialist, and he made sure he shadowed Dr. John with all of his patients so he would take over when he
was on vacation. Karen happened to have an appointment the week Dr. John was going to be on vacation, so that
was when Jim was going to try to swoop in.

It was the day of the appointment, and Jim was excited to set his plan in motion. [...]



Ideation: Is GPT-3 capable of proposing 
new ideas for humans?

GPT-3 is capable of providing new ideas and influencing subsequent writing

13% 20%

Contains new named entities Reused new named entities



Collaboration: To what extent 
can GPT-3 collaborate with humans?

Individual writers have different preference when it comes to collaboration



Collaboration: How does the amount of collaboration
impact humans’ ownership and satisfaction?

The amount of collaboration with GPT-3 does not correlate with writers’

satisfaction but negatively correlate with ownership over resultant text

vs



Food for thought



Being creative requires a jolt to take us out of the well-carved paths we retrace each day. 
This is where a machine might come in: perhaps it could give us that jolt,

throw up a new suggestion, stop us from simply repeating the same algorithm each day.
Machines might ultimately help us, as humans, behave less like machines. 

 
- Marcus Du Sautoy, The Creativity Code: Art and Innovation in the Age of AI



For those who choose to use artificial intelligence, it will alter the task of writing. 
“The writer’s job becomes as an editor almost,” Gupta said. “Your role starts to become deciding

what’s good and executing on your taste, not as much the low-level work of pumping out word by
word by word. You’re still editing lines and copy and making those words beautiful, but, as you
move up in that chain, and you’re executing your taste, you have the potential to do a lot more.” 

 
- Stephen Marche, The Computers Are Getting Better at Writing (The New Yorker)

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/cultural-comment/the-computers-are-getting-better-at-writing?fbclid=IwAR3BdBnK0YwgnlVbArcqPyNDU2bM0WwS0yPGUGVC-XSEl5904ZiuzfDlZBc


Do you agree or disagree with this quote? Why?

What do you think writing will be like in the future?
What would be the most passive and proactive form of writing?

“The writer’s job becomes as an editor almost. Your role starts to become deciding what’s good and
executing on your taste, not as much the low-level work of pumping out word by word by word.”



Summary
We use language models everyday!

Language models can offer unprecedented generative capabilities, which

offers exciting opportunities for user experience design and innovation

you

How are

things your

Given a context, predict the next word



Summary
You can design and build writing assistants with language models in many

different ways (e.g. keyword-based autocomplete for mobile environments).

Language models can be used as contextual thesaurus systems

One way to evaluate writing assistants is building benchmarks (e.g. Swords)



Summary
We can reason about interaction between humans and writing assistants by

recording all interactions in the text editor and analyzing logs

Language models can provide new ideas to humans

The 92nd little pig built a house out of depleted uranium.
There are so many pigs to eat, and they make it so
easy!" But the wolf didn't know about uranium.

Of course, the little pig was smart. He knew he couldn't
live in the house, since it would poison him. So he built a
big wall around it, and he lived in a little, hidden shack
on the other side of the wall.

So he lived in the basement.

So he built a big wall around it, and he lived in a
little shack on the other side of the wall.

So he moved next door to it.

He moved in a couple of miles away.

So he built a little shack next to it, and he painted it and
put a little flower garden outside and everything.

The 92nd little pig built a house out of depleted uranium.

Of course, the little pig was smart. He knew he
couldn't live in the house, since it would poison
him.

The 92nd little pig built a house out of depleted uranium.

Of course, the little pig was smart. He knew he couldn't
live in the house, since it would poison him.

Write1. 2. Get suggestions (optional) 3. Edit (optional)

I

Repeat
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